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PREFACE.

THIS work claims to present a new and systematized method of

finding the prismoidal contents of Earthwork by means of Tables

accompanied by Eules so plain and simple of application as to fit it

for the .common uses of Engineers.

"When the ratios of the side slopes are constant between end sec-

tions of which the transverse surface lines are sensibly similar, all

ordinary cases of thorough cut and fill, terminal pyramids, side-hill

work, and borrow pits are covered by Formulae (17), (18), and

(19), and the prismoidal contents for all side slopes and bases are

taken from Tables 4 and 5 by Eules (1), (2), and (3).

In the method used, the heights of equivalent level sections are

not involved, nor is any calculation needed for 100-feet lengths

beyond ascertaining the half-sum and the difference of two quanti-
ties. For the most part Tables do the work of the calculator, and

any one who can approximate cubic contents by the rough method
of "Average Areas" is competent to obtain the prismoidal contents

by the Eules given.

The tables of level cuttings are not needed when areas are given,
and are included chiefly for use in preliminary estimates when the

only data are the centre heights and the angles of the transverse

surface slopes. With these, the heights of equivalent level sec-

tions are readily found by Mr. Trautwine's well-known and very inge-
nious diagrams, than which for the purpose intended probably no bet-

ter means can be devised. When these heights have been ascertained,

the use of the special Correction Tables in connection with those of

level cuttings will reduce to a minimum the labor of computing
the prismoidal contents. If further tables of level cuttings are

considered necessary, the reader is referred to Mr. Trautwine's
" Excavation and Embankment," or to the example given at the

end of this work, by careful attention to which any required table

may be written out with entire accuracy in a few hours. Special
corrections for any side slopes may be obtained by Eule 12.

Not an inconsiderable advantage of the present method is that, by



giving accurate corrections for the familiar approximations in gene-
ral use, the calculator has the element of error constantly before

him, and must speedily learn by practice, if not by theory, the cases

in which such corrections become important. But while enough is

given, both by rule and example, in Part II. to guide the least theo-

retical in the use of the tables, in Parti, a strictly mathematical

investigation of principles and derivation of formulae is submitted

to the careful reader.

The article on Correction of Contents for Curvature was sue;-o

gested by that on the same subject in " Henck's Field-Book,
"

but,

by the formulae and table of factors given, in ordinary cases the

corrections are much more readily obtained in practice.

All of the tables in this work have been calculated by the writer,

and, as the system used was that of continued additions with special

tests at intervals, it is believed that they will be found absolutely
correct within the purposed limits, whether the last figure of any
amount given be intended to express the nearest whole number or

the nearest decimal.



NOTATION AND SIGNS USED.

A and A' = end areas of earthwork.

M = middle area.

a and a' = areas of triangle between road-bed and intersec-

tion of side slopes produced.

J and V = road-bed widths.

c and c' = centre heights of profile.

li and h1 = heights of equivalent level sections.

s and s' = ratios of opposite side slopes to 1.

d and d' = side distances.

h
l
and h z

= side heights.

N, N', n and n' = correction numbers.

C = contents for 100 feet.

Q = correction for curvature.

5 = "greater or less than."

~ = " the difference between."
" Grade triangle

" = triangle between the base and the inter-

section of the side slopes produced.





UNIVERSITY

PART I.

AREAS. GROUND SLOPING TRANSVERSELY. THOROUGH-CUT.

Fig. 1.

Let area ABCFD = A, area DFG = a, centre height BE = c,

side heights AK and CL = li^ and h z , side distances AM and XC
= d and d', base DF = b, and ratios of side slopes to 1 = s and s'.

CASE 1. Side slopes the same, s' = s. Produce the side slopes

until they meet in G.

EGxs = |, hence EG = ~

and area a =
2 4s

But BG = c + , hence

area

andA= x - (1)



Example. Given s' s = } ; I = 18 ft.
;
d = 30.9

;
d' = 21.6 ;

c = 22.0.

j^tab, 1) = 12, and a (tab. 2) = 108.

- 6
) = 898.6

and A = 892.5 108 = 784.5.

CASE 2. Opposite side slopes unequal, s'^ s.

The areas of the triangles DAE, EAB, BCE, and EOF are

respectively

and, A=

Example. s = J ;

' = 1
;

& = 1C
;

c = 12.6
;

t? & rf' = 10.1 &

29.8; 7i
1
&7*

8
= 8.4 & 21.8.

A = 8 (8.4-J-21.8) + 12.6 (10.1+29.8) = ^^
/w

CASE 3.^-DE greater or less than EF.

Let DE = |, and EF = ~
4/ /Ci

The triangles DAE, EAB and BCE have the same expressions

for their areas as in case 2, and area ECF = ^-X^g^

hence, A = ----- ..................... (3)
a

Example. Double width track. s = -;s' = -;r = 9; = 21
/v 4 /^ ^

c = 32.8
; /?-!

& 7*,
= 24.4 & 40.4

;
d & cF = 21.2 & 51.3

. 9.0 x 24.4 + 21.0 x 40.4+ 32.8 (21.2 + 51.3)
-ti.

--- -- =. 1 //CO
A

Formula (1) applies only to case 1
;
formula (2) to cases 1 and 2

and formula (3) is general for all cases where the whole road-bed

width is either in cutting or embankment, and the surface slopes
are sensibly regular between the centre and side stakes.

AREAS. SIDE HILL CUTTING.

Let q = the horizontal distance from centre line to grade point

opposite, and A = the area of excavation.
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CASE 1. Both centre and side height in excavation.

The areas of triangles DAE and EAB are as before, and that

of the triangle running out to grade = -

hence,

^ + o(d+q)
(4)

Example. s = 1, I = 20, c 4.3, 7^
1
= 10.6, d = 20.6, and

q = 6.2.

A --
1Q X 10.6 -f 4.3 (20.6 -f 6.2) _

w

CASE 2. Centre height in embankment.

A =
1

(5)

Example. b = 18, 7i = 10, q = 5. A = = 20

AREAS. GROUXD LEVEL TRANSVERSELY.
Fig. 2.

^ ? . #

C D
CASE 1. Side slopes the same, or s' = s.

AE = FB = hs, and EF = CD = b

Area ABCD =
or A = (^ -f- hs)h (6)

Example. s' = s = :. ;
S = 16

;
7i = 20

JQ

+ 20 x 20 = 26 x 20 = 520.A =

When the field notes are given, this example can, of course, be

worked by any one of formulae (1), (2), or (3).

CASE 2. Opposite side slopes unequal, or s' ^ s.

AE = hs
;
FB' = hs'

;
and EF = CD.

area

or == (7)
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Example. s = -
;

6-' = 1
;
b = 16

;
li = 20.

=
(
l6 + 20 x SO = 31 X 20 = 620.

AREAS. GROCJED BROKEN" TRANSVERSELY,
Fig. 3.

To calculate the area dbcdefg Vc'd'e'f'g.

The elevations and horizontal distances apart of the points

a, 1}) c, d, e,f, g, must be determined in the usual manner before

the surface is disturbed, and of #', c'
,
d'

, e', f, y', after the excava-

tion is made.

Calculate the area A a b c d efy B between the surface line and

the assumed datum plane AB ;
also

The area A a V c' d' e'f'g'g'B between the bottom of the pit as

excavated and the same datum plane AB.

The difference between the results so obtained, gives the area

required,

When the cross sections of the line have the surface broken

transversely, if the slope stakes are supposed to be at a and g (fig.

3), and AB is the plane of the road-bed, calculate

1st : the area AabcclefgB
^

2d : the triangles of excess =
&

The difference between the above two results will give the area

of earthwork required.

For side hill work the process is similar, except that only one
it.

triangle of excess -^-, is to be deducted.
29
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This of course applies to embankment as well as excavation.

Rone of the preceding cases require that the cross section shall

be drawn before calculating its area,

CONTENTS. FRUSTUM FORMULA.
Fig. 4.

If ABCD and A'B'C'D' be two consecutive cross sections with

like surface lines and side slopes but unequal bottom widths, by
producing the side slopes until they meet at E and E', the whole

figures ABE and A'B'E' are similar as well as the triangles ODE
and C'D'E'. But the solid ABCDA'B'C'D' being the difference

between the frustums ABEA'B'E' and CDEC'D'E' its cubic con-

tents are

(ABE + A'B'E' + VABE x A'B'E'V

- CDE + C'D'E' + VCDEx C'D'E'

in which I represents the distance between the cross sections.
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If areas ABCD, A'B'C'D', CDE and C'D'E' be represented by
A, A', a and a' respectively, then taking I as 100 feet, and repre-

senting the contents in cubic yards by C, we have :

3 ^.(8)

c=

If CD = C'D' then a' = a, and the formula becomes :

100
(9)

When CD = C'D' = 0, a vanishes, and

/A + A' -f VAA7\ 100

(~ -3- ~)w
which is the formula for the frustum of a pyramid.

By formulas (8), (9), and (10) the whole of the formulas for cubic

contents hereafter given may be conveniently tested.

As the solid resulting from connecting the homologous sides of

two similar and parallel sections of unequal areas is the frustum of

a pyramid, formula (10) is applicable to any plane solid with such

end sections,

CONTEKTS. PEISMOIDAL FORMULA.

Fig. 5.

J?

jii-

Let ABCDF be a given cross section, with a base FD = 13 and
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and s' the ratios of its side slopes to 1
;
also let IKDF be an equiva-

lent cross section with level surface, height MN = h, and with same
1 >usc and side slopes. Produce the side slopes to their intersection at

E, and from E let fall the perpendicular EL on IK, intersecting the

base in G. Let area ABCDF = IKDF = A, and FDE = a.

In the triangle FDE, FG = EG x s, and GD = EG x *', or

FD = EG (s + s'), whence EG = -^-7 = ^ and area FDE
s + s' s+s'

__FDxEG5 I V

Similarly in triangle IKE, EL = h

consequently,

from which,

For convenience of calculation, let GE = --
,
be represented

S-\-S

by ,. and EL by H ; then as - = - =/
we have, by substitution in (11),

A = (H'-<7

For a second section with corresponding parts b', H', s and s', and

areas A' and a'

and for the area M of a cross section midway between A and A',

The prismoidal formula for the contents C between two end

areas A and A' at a distance apart = I, with an area M midway be-

tween them is :
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But = A+A '

- A+A'

and by substitution in (13)

C = /A+A'_

also = M --~
;
and substituting tins in (13)

The two last expressions for the value of C show that the calcula-

tion of contents by averaging the end areas requires a minus correc-

tion
;
and by the middle area (or, what is equivalent, taking the

amount corresponding to the average of the end heights from a

special table) a plus correction of exactly half as much. The actual

minus correction will now be found. By substituting the values of

A, A' and M in the second term of (14) we have :

c =
V a

and reducing*

C =
(
A+A< - /(H-Iiy-(.9-/r\ ss

(J-\ and g'= 7, and by substitution in (16)

c=

g [
g/*

Neglecting the common factors "- and I, and the denominator, the

second term becomes,

_H+2HH/

+H' ^+2^
2

2

_ H2 SHH^+H^ g*+2gg' g"> II HQ2
(y-j/Q

8

2 2
-

and restoring the factors -~- and I, and the denominator, we obtain for-

mula (16).
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Reducing :*

\ 6

making / = 100, dividing by 27, observing that (xyY = (yxY =
b1

(y~x) , and that 9/oJ_^ = a, we obtain :

(*~m
aoo ,

17
x

6 6 J~W
This is the general formula when the opposite side slopes and end

road-bed widths are both different.

When the road-bed widths are the same, or b ~ b' = 0, the last

term vanishes, and the formula becomes :

~

This is the general formula for all slopes and bases where the base

is constant between the two end sections.

When b b' = o, a = o, and

/A+A' (VA~VAQ
a
\100 ,

19)

~\ 2 727
This is the general formula for the frustum of a pyramid, f such as

may be the solid between two sections of side hill excavation.

The correction in terms of equivalent level heights li and Ji' may
be found directly from (16) as follows :

When b' = b, the expression (yg'Y vanishes and (16) becomes :

* In squaring the binomial of radicals the factory /_f_ becomes
(
A/_"L\

V
s-j-d'

\r f+v/

in the first term, A/ 2 A/ ?_ in the second, and ( A /_?_| in the third, or
'V 88>V ss Vr **'/

2 S I 3'

in each
f- -,

thus cancelling the factor -
, except in the last term of the

S
j

if /i

numerator.

f Formula (10) before given for the frustum of a pyramid may be trans-

formed into formula (19); for

A+3A' A A'+2AA'3(A-f-A
/

) A

27 "*"*{ ^ "a?"*

it should Le.

_(-i^/ j1^

is t^Le f rmula ^or ^ie solidity of a pyramid, as
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A+A' (H-HT/s

but (H-HT =

and substituting, making I = 100, and dividing by 27,

2

As the plus correction for calculation by middle area was found to

be one half of the minus correction for averaging end areas, by

making the requisite changes in (20) :

but when l'by from formula (12), we obtain*

and by substitution :

This formula is for use when the equivalent level heights have been

obtained.

APPLICATION" OF THE PRISMOIDAL FORMULA.

The prismoidal formula in its ordinary form is applicable to a

variety of solids, regular and irregular, but requires that the actual

middle section shall be previously determined and its area known.

In a modified form it can be applied practically by means of

tables
;
such applications, however, always involving a value of the

* By substituting the values of H, H', g and g' in formula (12) it becomes :

M = V
m

making b'=b, and squaring :

4
f b \ 2 2M'

. / b \ 2
/ b \ 2

s+8
,

- ~ ~~'
4 \ 2 -\ 2

This also results directly from formula (7) by taking the area of a second

section for a height of h'
, and averaging like parts for M.



middle area which can be deduced directly from the end areas with-

out necessitating a previous knowledge of the parts of either the

middle or the end sections.

But in all of its modifications, as well as in its ordinary form, the

prismoidal formula invariably involves the area of the actual middle

section of the solid to which it is applied, and, as in " Koots and

Squares" and "
Equivalent level heights,'' both methods involve a

value of the area of this middle section (carried to intersection of

side slopes when in thorough-cut) which can be proved identical

with that of the frustum of a pyramid, the theoretical application of

these methods is limited to solids with end sections sensibly similar,

or which can t>e rendered so by being carried to the intersection of

the side slopes.

As the above has been ignored by other writers on this subject, its

mathematical proof will be given.

The contents of a frustum may be expressed either by the pris-

moidal or the frustum formula, therefore in the case of a frustum :

A+A'+4M w 7 _ A+A+VSA' v , y

whence A+A'+4M = 2A+2A'+2<v/AA', and M = A+A'-f2VAA'

The formula of Roots and Squares where A and A' represent the

end sections* is (Formula 19) :

r =

and the prismoidal formula for the same solid is :

_ /A+AH-4M\100=

hence A+A-+4M_A+A-_(VA-VA-y626
clearing fractions, A-fA'+4M = 3A-f3A'-(\/A-V^'Y

2A-f2A'-A+2VAA7-A'
=

In two end sections with surface level transversely and side slopes

constant, if H an-1 H' represent the heights from intersection of side

slopes to surface and s the ratio of the side slopes to 1, the areas of

* In this article, whether the end sections are carried to intersection of side

elopes or not, their areas are expressed by A and A'.
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the end sections to intersection are IL's A, and II'*s = A', and for

the area of the middle section, by averaging like parts :

- /53!Y - /

"V 2 / \ \

2 "7
which is the same value of M as that before obtained. Substituting
this in the prismoidal formula :

C = $- S - xiS and reducing,

_ A+A'+A+VAA?+A' 100_A-fA'+VAA
7

100

G
X~W~ 3

~ X
~2y

which is the formula for the frustum of a pyramid, and shows that

this value of M introduced into the prismoidal formula limits its

application to such solids only as are frustums of pyramids. This
will be illustrated further from Example 5, page 36, in which when
carried to the intersection of the side slopes produced, the end sec-

tions are similar.

. Thus carried to intersection, the end areas and the actual middle

area are respectively 349, 2951, and 1333, as given page 30.

By Eoots and Squares

M /A/349+V295iy _
1V1 I I =. J.OG/3

By equivalent level heights

H = y - = 1/349 x |= 15.25

H'==961x = 44.35

By substituting this value of M in the prismoidal formula :

c =??4xia x
w = 1438 tab _ 4 =

For calculation by equivalent level heights as table 15 has a

base of 14 feet, and the above heights are taken to intersection cf

side slopes, (-
-

) x!4x-^- must be deducted from contents
\ * / *7

taken from tables.
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By Rule 4,

= 29.8 table 15.. 6,47,

15.25-44.35 = 29.1 table 17. .+392

6,871

1 00
Deduct 29.8x14X-r = 417.2 table 4. . .1,545

5,326 cyds.

By mean proportional or frustum formula :

100
By deducting the grade prism 32.7 X -y = 121 cyds., practically

the same result as that given on page 36 is obtained.

Another case in which the area of the actual middle section can

be deduced from the end areas directly, is when each of the latter

can be expressed by two surface dimensions, one of which is the

same for both end sections, as in solids whose end sections are

parallelograms or triangles with the same base and different heights,

or vice versa. Thus if bh = A and Wi,' = A! represent the end areas

of a solid of which the end sections are triangles with the same

base and different heights, as may be the case in side hill cutting
where the transverse surface slope increases regularly between the

end sections, by averaging like parts the middle area is

7,,_|_/A b7t+b7i' A+A'
2 2

And as the prismoidal formula is applicable here, by substituting

this value of M :

which is the average area formula, in this case giving the prismoidal
contents. As an example, suppose the triangular end sections of

the solid to have a base of 20 feet and heights of 10 and 40 feet

respectively. Then A = 10 x 10 = 100
;
A' = 10 x 40 = 400

; and

By the prismoidal formula :

100 -f- 400+ 4 x 250 100
C = - -!- - x = 250 table 4... 926 cyds.
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Calculated by Roots and Squares M = /A/iOQ-fv^OOY =
\ 2 /

and this substituted in the prismoidal formula gives

100+400+4x225 100

Here the average area formula gives the prismoidal contents, and

the prismoidal formula applied by its modification of Eoots and

Squares gives a very rough approximation. The same inaccuracy is

of course involved in the method by equivalent level heights, what-

ever may be the shape of the equivalent and similar end sections of

which the level heights are obtained. For instance, if the side hill

work is excavated at rock slope, the level heights, if carried to

vertex, may be taken for sections with any other side slopes, as 1 to

1, or H to 1.

At 1 to 1 carried to vertex H = 1 = 10
;

II' = | =

20, and to calculate by table 12, with side slopes 1x1 and base 18

feet:

1^ = 15 table 12.. ..1833

10-20 = 10 table 14............... +31

Deduct 15 x 18 x- = 270 table 4 ............ -1000

864 cyds.

at 1J to 1 carried to vertex II \/100x| = 8.16
;
H' = V400 x f

= 16.33, and to calculate by table 15, with side slopes \\ to 1, and

base 14 feet.

8.16+16.33 = 13>245 table Ufm > . U68
fy

8.16-16.33 = 8.17 table 17 ....... +31
-j AQ

Deduct 12.245 x 14 x-=- = 171.4 table 4 ....... -635
& (

864 cyds.

The two last examples show the same error of 62 cyds. obtained by

Equivalent level heights, as before by Roots and Squares.

Py mean proportionals or frustum formula :
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By Rule 2,

=250 tabled 936

1020 = 18 table 5.. .62

864 cyds.
If the above sections were similar, as for instance with dimensions
10 x 10 and 20 x 20, the first method by average areas would give
too much by 62 cyds, whilst by the others the true prismoidal con-

tents would be obtained.

If both the heights and bases are different and the sections are

A-4-A'
not similar, the middle area will be less than - and greater

than
|
vA-f-yA'\

f and cannot be obtained directly from the end
\ 2 /

areas. In such cases, the exact contents can be determined by the

prismoidal formula only by first obtaining the dimensions of the

actual middle section and calculating its area.

Practically in railroad earthwork it is only when the transverse

surface lines of the end sections are very dissimilar and the areas

differ greatly in size that the resulting errors become important, and

us at such points the cross sections are usually taken nearer

together, it is very rarely the case that the methods of Eoots and

Squares and Equivalent level heights fail of practical correctness.

In cases of doubt, however, especially when the surface is warped
between the end sections, it is safer and better to obtain the area of

the actual middle section before calculating the contents.

CORRECTION OF CONTENTS FOR CURVATURE.

The following article was suggested by that given in Henck's
" Field Book," page 110.

In excavation on curves, although the cross sections are actually

staked out in the direction of the radii at the extremities of the

chords, the calculation of contents is made as if these cross sections

were perpendicular to the chords. In some cases, especially where

the transverse surface slope is considerable, this is the occasion of a

sensible error requiring a corresponding correction, the amount of

which is determined as follows :



Suppose A, B, and C to be three consecutive 100 feet stations

on a curve of radius OB
;
and BF and BH the side distances at

station B.

The calculation of contents between A and B, and B and C
made as if the cross sections at these points were on the lines KjL}
and KL, and K'L' and K

3
L

S ,
or perpendicular to the chords AB

and BC, requires at each station a correction similar to that at B,

which will now be considered. It is evident that the correction is

the difference between the masses KBK' and L'BL, on opposite

sides of the centre line, and between the two vertical planes KL and

K'L'
;
these masses having for their cross sections respectively the

half-breadths BP and BH. The angle KBK' being very small, the

arcs KFK' and L'HL will be considered as straight lines
; and, as

the angle KBF = L'BH = J KBK' = TBA = D, the deflection

angle of the curve, the distance KF = BF x sin D ; or, generally

for small angles, any horizontal line as KK' or L'L measured per-

pendicularly to the radius OB, and terminated by the planes KL
and K'L', is practically equal to BF or BH (the corresponding
horizontal distance from the centre line) multiplied by 2 sin D.

Consequently, the masses KBK' and L'BL being considered as trun-

cated prisms with the areas of the half-breadths BF and BH as

bases, their heights at any given points are equal to the horizontal

distances of these points from the centre line, multiplied into twice

the sine of the deflection angle.
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Fig. 7.

Conditions. Sin-

gle width road-bed

and opposite side

slopes the same.

Transverse surface

slopes regular.

Let FBHT represent the cross section at B (Fig. 6).

To simplify calculations, the equal prisms MPT and PTX are

added.

The area FBT = (BP+PT) = *+, and the heights
/ \ %s/ &

of the prism corresponding are = d x % sin D at F, and = at B

and T. Its contents therefore
/<7xsmD

(,
b \d /V7x2sinD\ C1 . ., ,

c+~ h X I

-
^~o~- ) Similarly

'Zs/'* \ J

/ , b\d' /J'x^sinDX
the contents of prism IIBT =

i
c+o~)o"X|- ~^~ *")

and tnc

correction required, which is the difference of their volumes,
> / b \d'* 2 sin D
"~

I C~T"^I )~3~ X 5

3

and if Q represents the required correction in cubic yards,

But, from formula (1),
f c+AVtt^J = A+a, the area carried

to intersection of side slopes ;
also sin D = ^,

and as R =
-QS->

in
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C
which C represents the degree of curve, 2 sin D = 50 x 2 x ^7>rk

i <j\j

c
"57.3

Therefoie,

<^')
(23)

In side hill work, as shown by Mr. Henck, the general formula

for the correction in cubic feet is Q = - (d+b wj-^rr, in which
/y OX\i

w represents the width of excavation at the road-bed. But as -

= A, the area of earthwork, in this case the correction in cubic

yards is

57.3x3x27
Values of the last factor in formulae (23) and (24) are given in

Table 18.

In excavation the correction for curvature as obtained by for-

mulge (23) and (24) is to be added when the curve is convex, and

subtracted when it is concave toward the higher ground, and in em-

bankment these conditions are reversed. It is supposed to be

applied at the middle one of three cross sections at intervals of 100

feet, and all on the same curve.

If the distance to either of the cross sections next the one under

consideration differs from 100 feet, the correction found as above is

to be multiplied by the half sum of the two distances and divided by
100.

At points of curve or tangent one of these distances of course

becomes nothing.
Whether the side slopes, or the widths from the centre line to

the edge of the road-bed, are different or not, if the transverse sur-

face lines are broken, the cross sections should be drawn to scale,

the two half-breadths divided into triangles, and the horizontal dis-

tances from the centre line to the corners of each subdividing

triangle measured on the drawing. The sum of the three distances

for each triangle multiplied by its area and by '- will give the
o

contents in cubic feet of the prism corresponding. It is not mate-

rial how the sides of the subdividing triangles are drawn, provided
that the whole of each triangle is on the same side of the centre line.

The difference of the masses whoso cross sections are the half-
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breadths FB and BH (Fig. 6), and which lie on opposite sides of the

centre line between the vertical planes KL and K'L', the base plane
and the planes of the side slopes, is in all cases the correction

required.

With double-width track or opposite side slopes different, if the

surface is regular from the centre to the slope stakes, from formula

(3), the areas of the triangles of one half-breadth are -
x/<4 and

,

and of the other -rXh s
and

The heights of the prisms corresponding to these areas are

sin D
; (rf+0+0) | sin D ;

(^+|+) t siu D
5
and

(,/_}_0+0) I sin D, and their contents

and -f sin D
;
but as f = Cx 0.000215, the correction

i:i cubic yards becomes

X (d^d
1

) \
Cx 0.000215 .......... (25)



PART II.

PLAIN INSTRUCTIONS

FOR OBTAINING THE PKISMOIDAL CONTENTS OF EARTHWORK, WITH

PRACTICAL RULES AND EXAMPLES SHOWING THE USES OF THE

ACCOMPANYING TABLES IN SIMPLIFYING COMPU-

TATIONS BY THE FORMULAE OF PART I.

THE following Rules for computation of Cubic Contents are based

on the condition that the transverse surface lines of the end sections

shall be sensibly similar
;
but it will be observed that 1, 2, and 3

together coverall cases to which the method of " Roots and Squares,''

or of "
Equivalent level heights," can be correctly applied, and that

the practical limit of their application may be indefinitely extended

by increasing the proximity of the cross sections in rough ground.

To find the prismoidal contents of thorough-cut or Jill when road-bed

width and side slopes are constant between end sections.

Given : areas, side slopes, and base (A and A', s and s', and b).

RULE 1. (FORMULA 18).

Enter table 2 with the given road-bed width (b), and the half

(s-4-s'\^ J,
and take out the corre-

sponding area a. Add this to each of the given end areas and the

square roots of the resulting quantities (>v/A+a and VA'-f-tf) from
table 3 are N and N', the correction numbers.

Enter table 4 with the average of the end areas ( -S ), and
\ % /

table 5 with the difference of the correction numbers (N~N'), and
take out the corresponding quantities. The difference of the quan-
tities taken from tables 4 and 5 is the contents in cubic yards for a

length of 100 feet.

For a different length multiply by the length in feet and divide

by 100.

Example. Given A =* 974
;
A' = 87

;
.9 =

;
s' = f ;

b = 20.
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From table 2 when 5 = 20 and-= 4* the area of the grade

triangle (a) = 160_
a = V974 + 160 = 1134 table 3 ......... 33.7 = X

+ 160 = 247 table 3 ......... 15.7 = X'

= 530.5 table 4 ......... 1965

~N' = 33.7-15.7 = 18.0 table 5. . . . -200

Contents for 100 feet .......... 1765 cyds.

For a different length as 80 feet, 1765 x 0.8 = 1412 cyds.

XOTE. If the square roots of the areas to the intersection of the

side slopes are obtained and recorded when the areas are calculated,

as will ordinarily be found more convenient, the data are A and A'

and N and N ;

,
and only the two last steps of Rule 1 are necessary.

To find the prismoidal contents of side hill work, pyramids, and any
solid with similar end sections.

Given : end areas (A and A').

RULE 2 (FORMULA 19).

Take the square roots of the end areas
(/^/A and VA7

) from

table 3 = n and n r

.

/ \ I A'\
Enter table 4 with the average of the end areas (- -I, and

\ *
:"/.

table 5 with the difference of the correction numbers (n~ri), and

take out the corresponding quantities. The difference between the

quantities taken from tables 4 and 5 is the contents in cubic yards
for 100 feet.

For a different length multiply by the length in feet and divide

by 100.

Example. Given end areas A = 41 and A' = 185.

= 41 table 3 = 6.4 = n; VA' = 185 table 3 = 13.6 = n'.

A-fA' 414-185- = - - = 113 table 4 ....... 418.5
</ a

n~n' = 6.4-13.6 = 7.2 table 5. . . 32,0

Contents for 100 feet 386.5 cyds.

For a different length, as 25 feet, -^
= 96.6 cyds.

Example. Pyramid. Given end areas A = 104 and A' = 0.

A/A = 104 table 3 = 10.2 = n ; V&' = = n.
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n~ri = 10.2~0 = 10.2 table 5 . . . . 64.2

Contents for 100 feet ........... 128.4 cyds.

For a different length, as 60 feet, 128.4x0,6 = 77 cyds.

NOTE. Examples under Eule 1 can be readily tested by Rule 2,

the difference in the working being that the grade prism is first

included and then deducted.
'

For instance, in the example given

under Eule 1, the end areas to intersection of side slopes are 1134

and 247, and the square roots corresponding 33.7 and 16.7 then :

1134-f247

33.7~15.7 = 18.0 table 5 . . . . 200

Contents to intersection of side slopes. ..2358

Less grade prism 160 table 4 .......... 593

Contents of earthwork for 100 feet.. 1765 cyds.

To find the prismoidal contents of thorough-cut or fill when the end
road-bed widths are different.

Given : end areas, side slopes, and end road-bed widths (A and A';

s and s'
;

Z and V).

EULE 3 (FORMULA 17).

s-\-s'
Enter table 2 with - - and Z>, V and l~b f

respectively, and
6

take out the corresponding areas a, a' and a". From table 3 take

out the square roots of the end areas to intersection

and A'- = N'.

Enter table 4 with -i-
\-~, and table 5 with N"~N ;

, and the
& u

difference between the corresponding quantities taken from tables 4

and 5 is the contents in cubic yards for 100 feet. For a different

length multiply by the length in feet and divide by 100.

Example. Given 1) = 16
;

I' = 40
;

s = { ; s' = f ; A = 1565
;

A' = 253.

Here a = 128 ; a' = 800
;

a" = 288
; N" = 41.1 and N' = 32.4.

~N' = 41.1-32.4 r= 8.7 table 5. . . . -46.7

Contents for 100 feet 3497.

3497 7
For a different length, as 50 feet

^-
= 1749 cyds.
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The example under Rule 3 is of a case where averaging the end

ureas gives less than the prismoidal contents. It may be tested by
Formula 8, page 12, as also Rules 1 and 2 by Formulas 9 and 10.

To find the prismoidal contents when the ground is level transversely,

or where the heights of equivalent level sections have been obtained.

Given : level heights, base and half-sum of ratios of side slopes

and /*'
;

ft and !

RULE 4 (FORMULA 21).

Enter the table of level cuttings for the proper base and side

slopes with the half-sum of the end heights (-t~)>
and tne ^able

of special plus corrections for the same side slopes with the diffe-

rence of the end heights (li~h') 9 and take out the corresponding

quantities. The sum of these quantities is the contents for 100 feet.

For a different length, multiply by the length in feet and divide

by 100.

Example. Given I = 14
;
h = 8.6 ;

h' = 36.8
; |-

= H.

8.6+36.8
/& a

h~h' = 8.G-3G.8 = 28.2 table 17 ............. +368

Contents for 100 feet .................... 4408 cyds.

For a different length, as 85 feet, 4408 x 0.85 = 3747 cyds.

To find the Correction for Curvature in single width thorough-cut
when the transverse surface slope is regular.

Given : area to intersection of side slopes, degree of curve, and

difference of side distances (A-fa, C, and d~d').

RULE 5 (FORMULA 23).

Enter table 18 with d~d' and take out the corresponding factor :

multiply this into the product of A-j-# by C, and the result is Q
the correction in cubic yards, to be applied at the middle one of

three stations, all on the same curve and 100 feet apart. If the dis-

tance to either of the other two stations from the middle one differs

from 100 feet, multiply by the half-sum of the two distances and
divide by 100.
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This correction is to be added or subtracted accordingly as the

curve is convex or concave toward the higher ground.

Example. Given c = 28
; 7^ = 40

;
h

2
= 16

;
d = 74 ;

d' = 38
;

i = 28
;
R = 1400

;
or A-fa = 2090

;
C = 4.09

;
d~d' = 36.

36 table 18 = 0.00776,

and 2090x4.09x0.00776 = 66.3 cyds.

If the distances to the two adjacent stations are 50 and 40 feet

50 I 40
respectively, the correction required is

~jr X66.3 = 66.3x0.45

= 29.8 cyds.

To find the correction for curvature in side-hill work wlic-n the trans-

verse surface slope is regular.

Given : area
; degree of curve ;

side distance
;
road-bed width

;

and width of excavation at road-bed (A ;
C

; d; ~b ; w).

RULE 6 (FORMULA 24).

Enter table 18 with d-\-lio and take out the corresponding

factor : multiply this by the product of A by C, and the result is

Q the correction in cubic yards, to be applied in all respects as in

Rule 5.

Example. Given w = 17
;

b = 30 ; d 51
; /^ = 24

;
11 =

1600
;
or A = 204

;
C = 3.5S

; d+b-w = 64.

64 table 18 = 0.01379,

jind 204x3.58x0.01379 = 10.1 cyds.

If both intervals are 50 feet, the correction required is ^-~
'

X 10.1 = 10.1 x 0.5 = 5 cyds.

For correction for curvature when the transverse surface slope is

broken, or for double-width thorough-cut, sec page 24.

Rules 5 and 6 apply to excavation only. For embankment the

correction is to be added or subtracted accordingly as the curve is

concave or convex toward the higher ground.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

EXAMPLE 1.

d)
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to show only the comparative facility of arriving at the prismoidal

contents by Mr, Morris's methods and those of the preceding rules

when the above condition of similarity is fulfilled, and not to

endorse the application of the method of " Roots and Squares
"

(or of

the rules of this work) in cases where the hypothetical middle area

materially differs from the actual one.*

Except by trial with the actual middle section and the prismoidal

formula, it seems almost impossible in cases of dissimilar end sections

to know when the application of the method of Roots and Squares, or

of the preceding rules, begins to fail of practical correctness, but it

may safely be assumed that if the ground is properly and sufficiently

cross-sectioned, the results obtained by them will be practically the

prismoidal contents.

The above tabulated example shows all the steps necessary in

finding the prismoidal contents in cubic yards when the areas are

given. Columns (1), (2), and (3) being written out, (4) is derived

directly from (3) by averaging ; (5) from (3) by adding area of grade

triangle in thorough-cut ; (G) from (5) by table 3
; (7) from (G) by

subtraction
; (8) from (4) by table 4

; (9) from (7) by table 5
;
and

(10) from (8) and (9) by subtraction.

Column (4) gives the average end areas throughout the cut,

including the terminal pyramids, and the only break in the routine

of adding the area of the grade triangle in column (5) is at the point
where the cutting runs out on the lower side. At such points two

areas have to be used, the one of earthwork plus the grade triangle,

for computation of thorough-cut by Rule 1, and the other of earth-

work alone, for the calculation of the pyramid or side-hill work

into which the thorough-cut changes, and of which the computation
of contents falls under Rule 2.

Column (8) gives the contents between each two stations roughed
out by the common method of "

average areas/
7 column (9) the cor-

responding error, and column (10) the prismoidal contents, all in

cubic yards.

It is not strictly necessary to write out all of the columns given

above, but errors are so much more readily detected when all of the

steps are shown, that ordinarily time and labor will be saved by

adopting some system of tabulating similar to the above, both as

regards the number of columns and the arrangement by which the

figures referring to each two stations may be recorded on a line

between them.

* See article on the application of the prismoidal formula, page 16.
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The prismoidal contents in cubic yards between stations 1 and 17

are given by Mr. Morris as 15,721, and by the above computation as

15,723, whilst the contents of the whole cut given by him as 16,664:

appear above as 16,247. The discrepancy is in the truncated por-
tions of the cut outside of stations 1 and 1 7, which by some over-

sight he gives as 943, instead of 524 cubic yards.

The preceding example will now be computed by equivalent level

heights and Rule 4. The data of level heights are supposed to be

obtained from Trautwine's diagrams, as when such accuracy is

required as renders the calculation of areas necessary, Rule 1, 2, or 3

should be used for the computation of contents.

EXAMPLE 2.

(1)



TVith equivalent level heights given, the above tabulated example
s all the steps required in finding the approximate prismoidal

contents in cubic yards. Columns (1), (2), and (3) being written

out, (4) is derived directly from (3) by averaging, and (5) from (3)

by subtracting. The table of level cuttings for a base of 20 feet and

slopes 1 to 1, from which column (6) should bo taken, is not pub-
lished in this volume, but its place may readily be supplied by adding
1. to each of the heights of column (3), and taking 70 from each of

the corresponding quantities in table 12. Such remainders are the

amounts in column (6). Column (7) is derived from (5) by table

14, and (8) from (6) and (7) by addition.

In ordinary ground sloping transversely, the area of earthwork of

the terminal pyramid at the point where the centre height is

nothing, is about one-fourth of the area of the section where the

pyramid begins ;
and practically, as only small quantities are con-

cerned, the equivalent level height corresponding may be taken as

one-fourth of that corresponding -to vthe area of the base of the

pyramid.
The calculation of contents by equivalent level heights and

tables is well suited for preliminary or approximate estimates, espe-

cially if, as in the present case, when the sum of the tenths of the

end heights is uneven, the average is always taken as the tenth next

greater than the actual half-sum.

The variation between the contents of the thorough-cut from 1 to

17, as given in Examples 1 and 2, is due to the fact that the equiva-

lent level heights arc carried out to tenths only. In the present

case, at a height of 20 feet the increment is over two cubic yards for

each 0.01 of a foot, and in embankment at the same height it is

still greater. As in practice neither equivalent level heights nor

those of the tables of level cuttings are carried out to hundredths,

one cause of the greater accuracy of the previous method by Rules

1 and 2 is evident. It may be replied that errors as important arc

involved in the field work, the cross section stakes being set only

approximately ;
but that an element of error should voluntarily be

introduced into the calculations because another such already

exists in the data, is a position that will not be contended for

seriously.

Example 3. In a cutting with road-bed width 1C feet, and oppo-

site side slopes J-
and f to 1, the given areas of two consecutive cross

sections with similar transverse surface lines and at a distance apart

of 100 feet, are 100 and 1000 square feet respectively : required

the prismoidal contents. Here the area of the grade triangle (table 2)



is 102, and consequently the whole areas to intersection are 202 and

1102.

Tofind lite correction numbers N and N'.

202 table 3 ...................... 14.2 = N
1102 table 3 ...................... 33.2 = N'

To find the contents in cubic yards.

ioo+iooo .

14.2~33.2 = 19.0 table 5 .............. 223

Contents for 100 feet . . ......... .1814 cyds.

Test ~by Formula 9.

\/202xll02 = 472 mean area to intersection.

= 490 table 4 .......................... 1815 cyds.

Example 4. Given 100 and 1000 square feet respectively as the

areas of two similar cross sections 100 feet apart, irrespective of

shape or number of sides in perimeter : required the prismoidal con-

tents.

Tofind the correction numbers n and n.

100 table 3 ...................... 10.0 = n
1000 table 3 ..................... 31.6 = n'

To find the contents in cubic yards.

100+1000 = 680 table 4.... ..2037
/&

10.0-31.6 = 21.6 table 5 ..... . .......... -288

Contents for 100 feet .............. 1749 cyds.

Test by Formula 10.

1000 = 316 = mean area.

7100+1000+316X100 ; /100

V 3 J27
: l\M

= 472 table 4 .................... , ....... 1748 cyds.

Example 5. At two stations 100 feet apart with base b 14 feet,

and side slopes s = 1|- to 1, given the notes of the cross section at

the first station, centre height C = 10.2, side heights h
l
and h

s
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6.8 and 15.2, and side distances d and d' 17.2 and 29.8
;
and at

second station, centre height 38.6, side heights 28.6 and 53.0, and

side distances 49.9 and 86.5.

Calculation of areas A and A', and correction numbers N and N'.

t 1 Q!

For the grade triangle corresponding to ~b = 14 and p- = 1
/c

the height table 1 = 4.67, and the area table 2 = 33 = a.

=
By Formula (1) and Rule 1.

(10.2+4.67X17.3+29.8)
to

correction numberN; and 349 33 = 316 A.

, A , ^ (38.6+4.67)(49.9+86.5)Area (A'4-a') = = 2951 table 3 = 54.3
A

correction number N'; and 2951 33 = 2918 = A'.

Calculation of Contents. Formula (18), Rule 1.

316+2918

18.7-54.3 = 35.6 table 5. . . . -782

Contents for 100 feet 5207 cyds.

Test by Formula 13.

From the preceding data the notes of the middle area would give
centre height 24.4, and side distances 33.55 and 58.15

;
and by For-

mula (1)

(24.4+ 4.67) (33.55+58.15) _^

by Formula (13) 317+2918+1800x^100 lm^ ,=5^ cyds .

O A (

To find the equivalent level heights. (Rule 7.)

316 table 4 1170 table 10 10.6 equiv. lev. lit.

2918 table 4 10,807 table 10 .. .39.7
" "

Test by Trautwine's method^ with level heights.

10.6 table 10 1174

39.7 table 10 10,815

(25.15 table 10 4818.5)x4 19,274

6
[31,

263

Contents for 100 feet 5^105 cyds.
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By Formula (21), Rule (4), with level heights.

10' 6

t
39 ' 7 = 25.15 table 10.. ..4818.5

a

10.639.7 = 29.1 table 15 +392.0

Contents for 100 feet 5,210.5 cyds.

By Formula (20), with end areas and level heights.

316+2918 = 1617 table 4 5989
/i

10.639.7 = 29.1 table 17.. .784
Contents for 100 feet 5205 cyds.

Approximation by Formula (20), with centre heights of profile sub-

stitutedfor level heights.

316+2918 _
~2~

10.2-38.6 = 28.4 table 17 -74r

Approximate contents for 100 feet.. 5,242 cyds.

This approximation is for an extreme case, as in practice the

difference between two consecutive centre heights is rarely as much
as one-half of the difference above taken. In ordinary cases this

approximation gives results very nearly correct.

It will be observed that by Trautwine's method, as given above,

three quantities are taken from the tables, and that it involves an

addition of three quantities, a multiplication, and a division ; whilst

by Rule 4, which with the same data gives the same result, the sum
of two quantities taken from the tables is the required contents.

Example 6. Correction of Contents for Curvature. If the

second cross section of Example 5 is at the middle one of three

stations 100 feet apart, and all of them on a 6 curve which is con-

cave toward the higher ground, the correction for curvature to be

deducted at the station under consideration is obtained as follows by
Rule 5 :

From the above C 6, and from the notes of Example 5,

A+a = 2951, and <7 d' 36.6. But 36.6 table 18 = 0.007885 ;

and Q = 2951 x 6 x 0.007885 = 139.6 cyds.

Test Ity
Ilenck's Formula.

C = {%c(d-d)+}l)(h-h')} x$(d+d') sin D, in which d and d'

are side distances, h and h' side heights, c the centre height, and D
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the deflection angle ; hence from the above and the notes of

Example 5,

= 139. 6 cyds. In practice d~ d' is required to the nearest foot only,

REMARKS ON ESTIMATING CONTENTS.

PROFILE EARTHWORK.

In addition to the cross sections at the regular stations, others

are necessary where changes begin in the character of the transverse

surface slope, as well as at all points where the surface line of the

profile changes its direction
;
and all of the formulae and rules here-

tofore given for finding the contents suppose the solid to be between

two consecutive cross sections taken at such points.

In passing from cutting into embankment, cross sections should

always be taken at the two points on opposite sides of the road-bed

where the cutting "runs out." This will obviate the necessity for

staking out the " P.P." except with a zero point on the centre line,

us, in addition to accurate data for calculation of the pyramids of

cut and bank which lie between the two cross sections thus taken,

two more zero points, one on each side of the road-bed, will be

given. For like reasons, in passing from thorough into side hill

cutting, the point on the lower side where the excavation runs out

should be cross-sectioned.

Where the original quantities of excavation and embankment
have been calculated, and the work is being done according to the

slope-stakes and field-notes, probably the simplest method of obtain-

ing the quantities moved in an unfinished cutting or embankment
is to take the average heights above or below the road-bed at each

of the several stations of that portion which has been worked upon,
and then, with Formula (21), Rule 4, and tables, to calculate by
these heights the quantities remaining to be done. The latter sub-

tracted from the original quantities between the same stations will,

of course, give the desired amount.

When the material lies in strata, a similar means may be used

for determining the respective quantities of the different kinds of
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excavation. For example, a cutting may be composed of earth at

top, loose rock below the earth, and solid rock at bottom : the

amounts tlien calculated by the loose rock heights, and deducted

from the original quantities giving the earth, and the solid rock

similarly calculated and deducted from the amounts obtained by the

loose rock heights giving the loose rock. When the necessary ave-

rage heights have been obtained, the quantities corresponding may
be found very rapidly by Rule 4 and the proper tables.

For approximate estimates, when the centre heights and trans-

verse surface slopes only are given, the shortest method is to find the

equivalent level heights by Trautwine's diagrams, and then take out

the contents by Rule 4.

When the work is carried on irregularly, no general rules for

ascertaining the true contents can be given. When the cross sections

are very irregular and dissimilar, the best practical rule is to take

them at very short intervals. This in all cases reduces the error in

the calculation of contents to a minimum.
A very careful and thorough investigation of the mathematical

methods of calculating irregular earthwork is given in the article on
" Earthwork" in Henck's "

Field-Book," and to that the theoretical

reader is referred.

BORROW PITS.

For obtaining the contents of extensive borrow pits, the follow-

ing will be found to be about as simple a method as is consistent

with correctness. Before the excavation is commenced, lay off the

surface in squares, rectangles, or triangles, small enough to be con-

sidered as plane surfaces, and take elevations with the Level at all of

the corners. These elevations must be referred to a base which will

J>e below the bottom of the borrow pit when the work is finished.

A plan of the ground as laid off should then be made, and the

elevations above the base recorded on it at the comers. When r.u

estimate of the quantities excavated is to be made during the pro-

gress of the work, the horizontal limits of the pit as then excavated

should be taken, and inside of these limits the whole of the ground

again divided into rectangles and triangles without reference to the

former surface divisions, the elevations above the base plane again

being taken at all corners, including those on the surface at the

edges of the pit.

The original quantity inside of the pit limits and down to the

base plane, taken as a series of truncated prisms, should then be

calculated, and next the quantity remaining inside of the pit limits
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and above the base plane. T^he difference between those amounts

gives the quantity excavated.

The advantage of using an independent method of dividing up
the ground after the original surface has been removed is that it

rarely happens that the best arrangement of these subdivisions for

reducing to plane surfaces will agree accurately, either in size or

position, with those originally taken on the ground surface. If,

however, the same divisions can be taken in the bottom of the pit as

originally on the surface, the differences of the elevations at each

corner taken before and after the excavation is made will give the

heights of the prisms, of which the contents may be obtained by a

single calculation.

In order to prevent the necessity for recalculating the finished

portions at each estimate, when any portion of the pit will not again

be disturbed, its limits should be referenced on the ground and indi-

cated on the plan, and its contents recorded separately.

RULES FOR VARIOUS USES OF TABLES.

To'find' the height of an equivalent level section.

* Given : areas, side slopes, and base.

RULE 7.

Enter table 4 with the given area, and take out the corresponding

quantity : find the quantity nearest to this in the body of table of

level cuttings with the given side slopes and base, and the index

number corresponding is the equivalent level height to the nearest

tenth.

* When centre heights and transverse surface slopes only are given, if r =
ratio to 1 of surface slope = cotangent of surface angle, and ' =

8, then the

equivalent level height = li = ( c4--\
r
- _ b

\ ^*)^/rU~* 2s
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Example. Given a = 800
;

- = 1J ; I 14

800 table 4. . . .2963 table 15 . . . .18.9 equiv. lev. ht.

To find the area corresponding to a level height, reverse the pro-
cess of Rule 7.

Tofind the middle area oj Rule 1.

Given : K", N', and a.

RULE 8.

Enter table 3 with -
, and take out the quantity correspond-

4J

ing ; from this deduct a, and the remainder is the middle area.

From example 5, page 3G, N = 18.7 ;
N' = 54.3 ;

and a = 33.

18.7+54.3 = 3G
.

1332 - 33 = 1299 = M

Tofind the middle area of Rule 2.

Given : n and ri.

RULE 9.

Enter table 3 with ~-, and the quantity corresponding is the
<R

middle area.

Example. With similar end areas 4x25 = 100, and 8x50 =
400, the middle area is 6x37.5 = 225. Here n = 10 and ' = 20,

, n-\-n 10-1-20 , , , -_ ,,
and - - = - = lo table 3 = 22o = M.

A &

Tofind the middle area of Rule 4.

g I

t
y

Given : h and h' ; -^- ;
and I.

&

RULE 10.

Enter the table of level cuttings for the given side slopes and

base with ^ , and take out the corresponding quantity : find the
Z

quantity nearest to this in the body of table 4, and the index num-

ber corresponding is the middle area.

Example. From example 5, page 36, h = 10.6 and h' = 39.7.

10.6+39.7 _ 25<1
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To extend the Correction Tables, general or special.

RULE 11.

When the difference of the correction numbers, or of the level

heights, is too large to enter the table with, take one-half of it, and

with this enter and take out the corresponding quantity, which mul-

tiplied by 4 gives the correction required for a length of 100

feet.

Examples. In table 5 the correction corresponding to 32 is 632.1,

which multiplied by 4 gives 2528. 4, the correction corresponding
to 64.

In table 17, the correction corresponding to 12.2 is 68.9, which

multiplied by 4 gives 275.6, the correction corresponding to 24.4.

Tofind the special corrections for any given side slopes from the

general correction table.

RULE 12,

Enter table 5 with h~h', and take out the corresponding quan-

tity ;
for the 'special plus corrections multiply this by the quarter-

of the ratios of the side slopes (
-~-

J
;
for the special minus

correction multiply by the half-sum (
~[ j.

The corrections so

obtained are for = lengths of 100 feet.

Examples. Erom table 5 the general minus correction corre-

s \ s
r

spending to 39.4 is 958.2, and the plus correction for =
1|- is

&

958.2 x J = 718.7 corresponding to 39.4 table 17. The minus cor-

i. i

g'

rection for - - = \ is 958.2 x i = 479.1 corresponding to 39.4
&

table 14. In like manner with - -
-J-
the plus correction for 39.4

/v

sum

= 958.2 x 0.1 = 95.8, table 8
;
and with - = 1, the minus cor-

/v

rections, general and special, are the same, as are N~N' and h~h'.

(See table 5, and examples 1 and 2, pages 31 and 33.)
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EXPLANATIONS OF TABLES.

Table 1 is for obtaining the height of the grade triangle. To
use it, find the half-sum of the ratios of the given side slopes at the

top, and the number vertically below, and on the same line with the

given road-bed width in the left column, is the height required.

s-4-s
f

Thus with b = 16 and - ~ = the height corresponding is 12.8.
&

Table 2 contains the area of the same triangle. It is used with

the same data and entered in the same way. Thus with 1) 18 and

s-\-s'- = the area corresponding = a = 1G2.
SB

Table 3 gives square roots to tenths, or correction numbers of

areas. To use it, find in the body of the table the number nearest

to that which expresses the area under consideration, and the figures

on the same horizontal line in the left column are the whole num-

bers, and that immediately above it, at the top of the table, the

tenths of the correction number required. Thus if the area to

intersection of side slopes is 2,000, the correction number N is 44.7
;

if one of similar end areas is 230, the correction number n is 15.2.

Table 4 is for finding the contents for 100 feet corresponding to

a given area. The left column contains the tens, and the top the

units, of the area. In the body of the table are the corresponding
contents in cubic yards for lengths of 100 feet. In the short table

of two lines prefixed, the contents corresponding to the tenths of the

area are given, and these when required are to be added to the con-

tents taken from the main table. Thus the contents corresponding
to the area 1872.7 are 6933.3+2.6 = 6935.9 cubic yards.

Table 5 is for obtaining the corrections for computations by ave-

rage areas. The arithmetical difference between the correction

numbers is to be found in whole numbers and tenths respectively, in

the left column and at the top of the table, and the number corre-

sponding in the body of the table is the correction in cubic yards for

a length of 100 feet. Thus if the difference of the correction num-

bers is 28.3, the correction corresponding is 494.4 cyds. This

correction is always to be subtracted.

The Tables of Level Cuttings for special side slopes and road-bed

widths give the cubic yards for lengths of 100 feet corresponding to

the different heights, of which the whole numbers are in the left

column and the tenths at top.
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The special tables of plus corrections give the correction for

computation by averaging equivalent level heights. The differences

of the end heights in feet and tenths respectively are in the left

column and at top, and the corresponding corrections for lengths

of 100 feet in the body of the table. Care must be taken to use the

correction table with the half sum of the side slopes the same as that

of the table of level cuttings of which the contents are to be cor-

rected.

The special tables of minus corrections give the corrections for

average areas when entered with the heights of equivalent level sec-

tions. The side slopes of the table must be the same as those of the

end sections, between which the contents are to be corrected.

When the tables of minus corrections for special slopes are

entered with the differences of the centre heights of the profile

instead of those of the equivalent level heights, in ordinary ground
a close approximation to the true correction is obtained.

For the special plus correction tables the half-sum of the side

slopes is indicated at the top. For the special minus corrections

the slopes are indicated at the bottom of the same tables.

Table 18 contains factors for calculation of the corrections for

curvature. Its use is explained in Rules 5 and 6.



TABLE No. 1.

Roadbed Width in Left Column ; half-sum of ratios of Side Slopes

at Top ; Height of Grade Triangle in body of Table.

I
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TABLE ]S
T
o. 3.

Areas in body of Table, ; Correction JVos., in feet and tenths, in left

column and at top.

t>

l
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TABLE No. 3 CONCLUDED.

Areas in body of Table; Correction Nos., in feet and tenths, in left

column and at top.

-
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TABLE No. 4.

Areas . .
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TABLE 2Co. 4 CONTINUED.

Areas. 0.1 I 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5 1 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.9
j

Contents
I 0.4 1 0.7 0.9 i.i 1.5 1.9! 2*2 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.3

Areas: Tens in left Column and Units at top. Contents for 100 feet
'in cubic yards in body of Table.

2| o.
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TABLE No. 4 CoimN0Ei>.

Areas .
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TABLE tfo. 4 CONTINUED.

Areas
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TABLE No. 4 CONTINUED.

A reas ... .
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TABLE Ko. 4 CONTINUED.

Areas
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TABLE Ko. 4 CONTINUED.

Areas ...
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TABLE Xo. 4 CONCLUDED.

A T63.S ... . 1 O I
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TABLE No. 5.

Minus Corrections corresponding to N~N', or n~n', and generalfor
all side slopes. For computation by average Areas.

Difference of Correction numbers in feet and tenths in left column and
at top ; Correction in cubic yards for 100 ft. in body of Table.

4)
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TABLE No. 5 CONCLUDED.

Minus Corrections corresponding to N~N', or n~n
',
and generalfor

all side slopes. For computation by average Areas.

Difference of Correction numbers in feet and tenths in left column and
at top y Correction in cubic yardsfor 100/2. in body of Table.

a
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TABLE No. 6. LEVEL CUTTINGS. fc^=4; ft=
a )

JfL
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TABLE Xo. 7. LEVEL CUTTINGS. -=-b=28 feet.

h
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TABLE No. 8.

Plus Corrections for
8~-=.

I
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TABLE No. 9. LEVEL CUTTINGS. =i & =

fc
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TABLE Ko. 10. LEVEL CUTTIXGS. -~^= \ ;
b = 28 feet.

A a

r
f*
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TABLE Ko. 11.

Plus Corrections for -^-
= - .

1



TABLE No. 12. LEVEL CUTTINGS. ^-*-= 1
; 6=18 feet.

&



,65

TABLE Xo. 13. LEVEL CUTTINGS. = 1
;
6=

!
.0
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TABLE No.

g I g/
Corrections for

~- 1-

1
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TABLE No. 15. LEVEL CUTTINGS. -^-=a
* =

z
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TABLE l\"o. 1C. LEVEL CUTTINGS.
s

^-=U-b=2

;

-
1

- 1
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TABLE No. IT.

g I j/
Plus Correctionsfor

-~- = H-

1



TABLE No. 18.

Factors for Correction of Contents on Curves.

feet.
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The Construction of Tables of Contents of Level Cuttings.

Base = b ; half sum of side slopes = s.

For each 0.1 of height, the second difference = (0.074074+)s.

Between heights 0.0 and 0.1 first difference = -^~

1 "

2.7
"

2.8

5.4 "
5.5

-,

o
Contents for a height of 0.1

2.7 = 105+27x5
5.4 = 205+27x45

To write out a table of level cuttings progressing in height by tenths,

rule five columns earned to heights of 2.7 when s = 1 or one of its

multiples, and to heights of 5.4 when s = J or one of its odd multiples.

Example. (See portion of table given below) 5 = 28
;

s 1.

Here the second difference = 0.074074+ ;
first difference between

heights 0.0 and 0.1 = 10.407407+ ;
between 2.7 and 2.8 = 12,407407+.

Place the heights from 0.0 to 2.8 in the first column ;
then put

first difference 10.407407+ in third column opposite 0.0 in first, and

second difference 0.074074+ immediately above the first difference.

As a test for the continued addition of the second difference, put
the first difference 12.407407+ in its place in third column, opposite

2.7 in first. Now add 0.074074+ for each 0.1 of height up to 2.7,

taking care to record the repeating fractions correctly, and see that the

last addition gives 12.407407+ opposite 2.7. Then add each amount
in third column to the amount on its left in second, recording each

sum in the next line below, and keeping the repeating fractions cor-

rect. The contents in second column opposite 2.7 should be =
105+275 = 307.0.

Now repeat the amounts in the second column to the nearest tenth,

placing them in the fourth column, and as before with regard to the

heights in the first. From the fourth column, by subtraction, write

the first differences anew, to the nearest tenth, in the fifth column,

and opposite their respective positions in the third.

For the remainder of the table, rule columns in sets of threes ; the

first of each set to contain respectively the heights from 2.8 to 5.4, 5.5

to 8.1, 8.2 to 10.8, etc. Then increase each of the first differences in

the 5th column by 25 = 2.0, and the first differences from 2.8 to 5.4

are obtained for the eighth column. These again increased by 2.0 give



the first differences from 5.5 to 8.1 for the eleventh column, etc. In

this way the first differences for the whole table may be written to one

place of decimals. Each first difference is to be added to the contents

opposite in the next column on the left, and the sum recorded in the

first line below. With contents calculated by Formula C = (b+Jis)

hx-^tr at intervals for tests, mistakes are almost impossible.
ffl

To carry out the table to whole numbers only, repeat the second

column to the nearest whole number, get the first differences to whole

numbers by subtraction, and proceed in all respects as above directed.*

(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (3) (9) (10) (11)
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